Oregon State Seal of Biliteracy Application Spreadsheet

Please use the prompts below to provide the applicant’s information and note that the State Seals of Biliteracy will be awarded exclusively to graduating students receiving diplomas. *(Updates italicized)*

**APPLICANT INFORMATION**
- A. **SSID** – Please enter the applicant’s SSID
- B. **First and Last name** – *in that order – include any accents, tildes, or symbols in the name*
- C. **School** – Please enter the applicant’s school
- D. **District** – Please enter the applicant’s school district
- E. **Grade Level** – Please enter the applicant’s grade level
- F. **Current, Former, Never EL** – Please indicate with a C if the applicant is a Current EL, F for Former EL, or N for Never been an EL student

**ENGLISH PROFICIENCY:**
- G. **Essential Skills Mastery in Reading** – *Please indicate the date met*
- H. **Essential Skills Mastery in Writing** – *Please indicate the date met*

**ASSESSMENT TYPES:**
- I. **Applicant’s Partner Language** – Please name the language
- J. **Assessment Type** – Standardized or Local
- K. **Assessment Name** – Please indicate the specific assessment name

**SCORES:**
If applicable:
- L. **Assessment Composite Score** – Please indicate the applicant’s composite exam score if applicable
- M. **Local Assessment Score** – Did the applicant’s work demonstrate partner language proficiency of a 7 or greater? *(Yes/No)*
- N. **Local Assessment Rubric** – Did the applicant demonstrate partner language proficiency measured by an ACTFL-based rubric? *(yes/no)*
- O. **Reading Score** – Please indicate a score of 6, 7, 8, or 9
- P. **Writing Score** – Please indicate a score of 6, 7, 8, or 9
- Q. **Listening Score** – Please indicate a score of 6, 7, 8, or 9
- R. **Speaking Score** – Please indicate a score of 6, 7, 8, or 9

**REMEMBER – MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE SCORES:**
- AP – 4
- AP Literature – 3 *(must include score from a listening/speaking assessment as well)*
- IB – 4
- SAT II - >600
- ACTFL rubric with a minimum of SIX (6) in each of the four domains
  - APPL
  - CLEP
  - OPI
  - SLIP
  - STAMP
- LOCAL BODY OF EVIDENCE/PORTFOLIO – ACTFL rubric score requirements

T, U, and V - The remaining categories are for internal use.
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